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1.  Introduction
This Supplement defines the MPC TOUCAN pedestrian controller. The controller is based on
the Department of Transport specification TP.Toucan.001.
The TOUCAN uses algorithms for pedestrian stage extension, this controller variant is
defined in terms of the differences from a standard Microsense MPC.
While the changes implemented are mainly to software, the MPC TOUCAN is fitted with a
backplane that supplies detector inputs for detectors 5 to 8 (Currently backplanes 50-9332-
010 and 50-9332-020 provide these facilities)

2.  References
Draft Specification: Infra-red Detection Facilities at Toucan
Controlled Crossings.

TP.TOUCAN.001

Microsense Toucan Controller Functional Test Specification
for Stage 3 Approval

87-7009-8.00 Issue 2

Toucan Safety Test Schedule 88-7001-6.02 Issue 1

Pedestrian Operated Traffic Signal Equipment (PELICAN) MCE 0125A

Amendment No1 to MCE 0125A MCK 1053

Amendment No2 to MCE 0125A MCK 1084

3. Abbreviations used
CLF Cableless Linking Facility

DFM Detector Fault Monitoring

MPC Microsense pedestrian controller equipment.

PCD Pedestrian Crossing Detector

VA Vehicle Actuated mode.

FVP Fixed Vehicle Period.

PTM PreTimed Maximum mode, as VA but maximum starts on achieving
vehicle green, instead of on insertion of a pedestrian demand.

MCE 0125A MCE 0125A together with amendments MCK 1053 and MCK 1084

4. CONTROLLER FEATURES
In order to use detector inputs 5 to 8, CPU pre-set switch 3 must be ON.
The Toucan also requires that CPU pre-set switch 4 is set to ON.
The pre-set switches are located on the CPU1 card. See PSS command, section 5.3.5 of the
MPC Handbook.

4.1 Pedestrian detection equipment.
Pedestrian detection equipment used with the controller consist of on-crossing
detectors(PCDs).

The main changes to detector usage in the TOUCAN are :-

a) Removal of Call and Cancel Delay timer facilities.
(sections 4.5.1 & 5.3.1.1 of main Handbook)

b) Use of ADP command, this now allocates functions,
which are internally linked to phases.
(section 5.1 on page 2 of Supplement)

c) Provision of 'cyclic DFM' on PCDs.
d) Extending the number of detector inputs from 5 to 9.
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4.1.1 Pedestrian on-crossing detectors (PCDs).
These detectors detect pedestrians who are crossing the road. They are used to extend the
time allowed for pedestrians to cross the road by extending the clearance pedestrian blackout
time.

Two PCDs are normally used on a crossing to give good coverage of the crossing (depending
on crossing area).

The configuration (pedestrian green man period plus minimum pedestrian blackout) should
allow time for an average pedestrian to reach the far side of the crossing. A slow pedestrian
who is still crossing after this minimum time will cause the pedestrian clearance period to
extend, possibly to the maximum.

If the maximum extension has been used an extra clearance period is invoked.

For this equipment a push-button input is still required to initiate a demand for the pedestrian
phase.

4.1.2 Allocation of detector inputs
The PCDs require separate inputs in order to be separately monitored.

The default configuration will be as follows:-

 Detector   Function  Active state

  DET0
  DET1
  DET2
  DET3
  DET4
  DET5
  DET6
  DET7
  DET8

  Vehicle
  No allocn
  No allocn
  No allocn
  No allocn
  No allocn
  No allocn
  PCD
  PCD

     OC
     OC
     OC
     OC
     OC
     OC
     OC
     OC
     OC

For the TOUCAN controller, the AD3 and AD4 commands have been abolished. The
functions which could previously be allocated to detectors 3 and 4 using these commands
can now be allocated to any detector using the ADP command.

The parameter mnemonics are unchanged i.e. RSO, CTO, WKS and TS.
X is used to deallocate a detector.

NB. In order to reallocate a detector to a different purpose, the signals must be OFF, without
any fault conditions being current.

4.1.3 Monitoring of Detector inputs (Cyclic DFM)
The pedestrian period is extended to its maximum if there is no detection (by any one PCD) in
the 'previous cycle of the lights'.
The 'previous cycle of the lights' being defined as, from the end of the last clearance period to
the beginning of the current extendible pedestrian clearance period.

A count of such failures is maintained in the fault log (FLF:PCD).
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4.1.4 Detector Timing Periods
The following periods, limits and defaults will be applicable :-

Extension timers (range)[default]
vehicle period    (0.4 - 5s)[1.5s] 
pedestrian clearance              (0.5 - 5s)[1.5s] 

4.2 Light sequence
The light sequence used on the controller is to be similar to that for pedestrian facilities to TR
0141, with the exceptions that the pedestrian clearance period is extendible. (Flashing signals
are not used in this light sequence)

4.2.1 Start-up sequence
The startup sequence is:-

No Signals Period:  7 to 10 seconds.
Cycle Commencement: The signals will start at the start of the red/amber period

to vehicles and red man to pedestrians, with a stored
demand for pedestrians.

4.2.2 Operational sequence

Period
Command

 Vehicle  Pedestrian Range (..-..) Default [..]}                   

1      LS1    Green    Red man    FVP: VA:
                                minimum(10-60s)[25s] minimum  (6 - 15s)[7s]
                                maximum(10-60s)[40s] 

2      LS2.   Amber    Red man    3s                                            

3      LS3.   Red      Red man    Three fields:                                 
     /G                         (1 - 3s)[1s gap]                              
     /F                         (1 - 3s)[3s forced]                           
     /L                         (1 - 3s)[3s linked]                           

4      LS4.   Red      Green man  Fixed green man period(4 - 12s)[7s]            

5      LS5.   Red      Blackout Clearance period:                             
     MIN/P                      minimum(2 - 8s)   [3s]     
     MAX/P                      maximum(3 - 15s)  [8s]     

6      LS6.   Red      Red man Extra clearance period:                       
                                Choice of two, selected by max/gap change     
     /G                         (0-3s)[0s gap]                                
     /F                         (0-3s)[3s forced]                             

7      LS7.  Red/Amber Red man    2s                                            
                                                                              

NOTE: The vehicle green minimum period for FVP operation can be set to 10s, this is to allow
dual cycling under CLF operation (cf. 20s in TP.Toucan.001).
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4.2.3 Interlocks: All Red, Blackout  and  MAX/MIN.
For periods LS3 and LS6, the controller will not allow the 'gap' change period to be longer
than the 'forced' change period.
Similarly, setting of MAX periods as being less than the corresponding MIN period is
prevented.

5. COMMANDS USED IN CONFIGURATION.

A number of commands have been altered or superseded for this specification.

These are AAM, ADP, AD3, AD4, LSx, DCN, DCL, MIN, MAX, TDM and FLF.

5.1 Changed Commands
All commands that access detector data have been extended to cover detectors 5 to 8.

AAM This command limits the duration of the bleeper so that it need not sound for the full
duration of the pedestrian green man period. The value set applies globally to all VA /
FVP timing sets.

ADP now allocates detectors to functions.
The ADP command allows more categories :-

  V - Normal vehicle detector input,
  S - Vehicle speed detector input,
  C - Pedestrian on-crossing detector (PCD),
  P - Pedestrian push-button, or cycle detector input.
  X - Deallocate detector input.

It also takes over the function of the AD3 and AD4 commands :-

  RSO - Remote Signals Off
  CTO - Computer Take-over
  WKS -Warden's Key Switch: select timing set given by WKS command.
  TS  -Time Synchronisation Facility.
  X   -Deallocate detector input.

With the exception of the S parameter below, active state and extension duration are
preserved when the ADP command is used.
The response given for an unallocated detector input is  e.g. ADP:4:X

The  S  type connects speed detection equipment without additional extensions.
When a detector is reallocated to another purpose after being a speed detector input, the
extension timer is returned to its default setting.

The  C  types allow the usage of a pedestrian detector to be clearly determined, its extension
time period being set using the EXT command.

The category  P  which had been used for attaching detectors to the pedestrian phase is now
used to allocate a detector input as a push-button. This can be used in conjunction with
unidirectional cycle detectors to automatically insert a pedestrian demand as cycles approach
the crossing.

The LSx command :-

 LS5 gives access to 'minimum clearance blackout period'
 LS6 has an additional parameter 'G' or 'F'.
 LS6/G  would access the gap change 'extra clearance period',
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 LS6/F  would access the forced change 'extra clearance period',

MIN command :-
This command gives access to 'minimum clearance blackout
period' by using the 'P' parameter, e.g. MIN/P=4.1

MAX command :-
This command gives access to 'maximum clearance blackout
period' by using the 'P' parameter, e.g. MAX/P=7.3

The DCL command has been removed.

The DCN command has been removed.

FLF A field has been added to the fault log, this holds a count
of the number of cycles of lamps for which no PCD activity was
recorded.

This additional field will be identified by the parameter PCD
e.g. FLF:PCD:146

NOTE:For EXT commands a reply of 'NONE' is given if the command is not relevant to the
function of the detector.

e.g. For the default configuration :-
EXT/4 would give the response

EXT:4:NONE because Det4 is not allocated.

TDM command, the previous format of this command is not suitable
for use with ten items.
The revised syntax is given below:-

TDM/<switch id>/<DFM status string>
Where :-

switch id - is the number of the timeswitch (1 - 20)

DFM status string -
Each detector (starting with the PPB) can have DFM turned ON or OFF
or left unchanged.
A single 'status character' for each detector gives this status.

status characters:  0 - Turn off DFM monitoring
 1 - Turn on  DFM monitoring
 X - No effect on DFM monitoring

Example of usage:

Use time switch 4 to turn on DFM for Det2 and Det5, turn DFM off for PPB and Det7 while
leaving monitoring unchanged for all other detectors.

Type TDM/4/0XX1XX1X0
Response TDM:4:0XX1XX1X0X

Note that trailing 'X's need not be specified.

CAT command - The Call Ahead Facility, available on version 8 onwards of the MPC Pelican,
has not been implemented on the Toucan.
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5.2 EXAMPLES of using configuration commands.

5.2.1 To attach PCDs to extend the pedestrian phase.

Type ADP/6 Access detector 6.
Response ADP:6:X Det 6 has no default allocation.

Type =C
Response ADP:6:C

Detector 6 is now allocated to the pedestrian phase as a crossing detector.

Type DAC/6/SC
Response DAC:6:SC

This changes the active state of Det6 to Short circuit.

Type ADP/2/C
Response ADP:2:C

Detector 2 is now allocated to the pedestrian phase.
(It is assumed that this input was previously unallocated [ADP/2/X] )

Type EXT/2/2.5
Response EXT:2:2.5

An extension timer of duration 2.5 seconds has been associated with detector 2.

5.2.2 To allocate an additional pedestrian push-button

Type ADP/3=P
Response ADP:3:P

This command will define Det 3 as a Pedestrian Push-button input. The same command
would be used to allocate the detector input as a cycle detector input.

5.2.3 Setting up the light sequence times

Reference should be made to the MPC pelican handbook.
(5.3.2 & 5.3.2.2)

The periods that are not covered in the MPC pelican handbook are the maximum for the
pedestrian clearance period and the extra clearance periods.

Timing ranges and defaults being covered in this supplement (4.2.2 Operational sequence)

Maximum for the pedestrian clearance period:

This is accessed by MAX/P in the same way as MAX/V is used to
access the maximum for the vehicle period in VA.

e.g.
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Type MAX/P=13
Response MAX:P:13

Sets the maximum extension to 13 seconds for the pedestrian phase.

Extra clearance periods:

LS6/G gives access to the 'gap' extra clearance period.
LS6/F gives access to the 'forced' extra clearance period.
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